SPECIAL MEDICAL ALUMNI BOARD
SERVICE AWARD

PAST RECIPIENTS

Presented to individuals who have made extraordinary contributions to the field of medicine. This award is not limited to alumni nor is it necessarily given on an annual basis.

Trustee Service Award

1986 - Edwin H. Eigner [MED '54]*
1987 - John D. Osmond, Jr. [MED '39]*
1988 - Virgene G. Nowacek [MED '61]
1989 - Edward C. White [MED '59]
1990 - Daniel T. Weidenthal [MED '58]
1991 - No Award Given
1992 - No Award Given

Award changed to the: Special Medical Alumni Board Service Award

1993 - Frederick C. Robbins, MD, emeritus faculty*
1995 - David Satcher, MD, PhD [MED '70, PhD '70]
1996 - John L. Caughey, Jr., MD, emeritus faculty*
1997 - Theodore J. Castele [MED '57]*
1998 - Sidney M. Wolfe [MED '65]
1999 - Oscar D. Ratnoff, MD, emeritus faculty*
2000 - Edward A. Mortimer, Jr., MD, emeritus faculty*
2001 - Saul Genuth [MED '57]
2002 - Marshall Klaus [MED '51]*
2003 - Paul Berg, PhD [MED '52]
2004 - No award given

2005 - C. William Keck [MPH '65]

2006 - Richard W. Hanson, PhD*

2007 - Bernard S. Arons [MED '73]

2008 - John H. Kennell, MD, emeritus faculty*

2009 - Abby Goulder Abelson [MED '79] and Christopher P. Brandt [MED '84]

2010 - Hermann (Bud) Menges, Jr. [MED '57]*

2011 - Marjorie L. Greenfield, MD [MED '83]

2012 - Martha L. Lepow, MD [MED '52]

2013 - Constance W. and James W. Brown, Jr.

2013 - The Cleveland Foundation & Mt. Sinai Health Care Foundation

2014 - Mary W. Sheldon, MD [MED '57]

2015 - Gene H. Barnett, MD [MED '80]

2016 - Adel A. Mahmoud, MD, PhD

2017 - C. Kent Smith, MD

2018 – James M. Perrin, MD [MED '68] and Ellen C. Perrin, MD [MED '68]

2019 – Carl F. Asseff, MD

2020 - William H. Carson, Jr. MD [MED '85]

2021 - Brian Bolwell, MD [MED '81]

2022 - Sadja S. Greenwood, MD, MPH [MED '58] – posthumously

2023 – Kelly Ramsey, MD, MPH, MA, FACP, DFASAM [MED '03, GRS '04]